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ACQUIRE ENHANCE MANAGE
Relevate® is the leading marketing information services provider, 
offering a comprehensive range of marketing intelligence and digitally 
driven solutions. We build, manage and analyze data in order to provide 
behavioral targeting and data-driven solutions to customers of all sizes 
and across all industries.

Whether you need new customers, need to append data to your customer 
file, clean up or enrich your data, or learn more about your clients and 
prospects, we can help.

Relevate’s Email Append Service is a comprehensive 
multi-step step process that appends an email address 
to a postal address, or a postal address to an existing 
email address. When you submit your email file to 
Relevate for email appending the following process is 
followed to deliver a clean and validated list of email 
addresses or DPV coded postal addresses back to you.

1. When we receive your input file, if it contains postal 
addresses we will run the data through data hygiene 
to standardize the address if needed. If you deliver a 
file of email addresses, this step is skipped. 

2. We will confirm with you whether you wish to match 
at an individual or household level. 

3. Your file will be passed against our database of over 
283 million records to append and/or verify the 
appropriate email address or postal address. 

4. If you provided email addresses to us, in addition 
to appending a postal address we will flag known 
complainers or bad or fraudulent email addresses.

5. For files where we append email addresses, we will 
send an introductory message from you, utilizing 
your creative, to give recipients a chance to opt-out of 
receiving email communications from you. At the end 
of the introductory deployment we will return your 
clean matched file with email addresses appended to 
the end of the record, plus a separate file of opt-outs. 

Additional data elements that can be appended to 
your customer records include:

° Phone number 

° Age

° Income 

° Presence of Children 

° And hundreds of other consumer demographics

Email addresses appended to client files have all 
opted-in to receive email from third-party advertisers. 
The append process starts with receiving your 
customer file including the following data fields:

° First Name 

° Last Name 

° Street Address 

° Address 2 (if populated) 

° City 

° State 

° Zip code 

° Record ID (Your unique customer ID) 

° Telephone number (if we are to use this as part of 
the match process)

These are the data elements we prefer to receive. 

Reverse Email Append:

° Record ID (Your unique customer ID) 

° Email Address 

We accept the following data formats:

° Excel (*.xls)

° Access (*.mdb)

° CSV (*.csv)

° Tab Delimited (*.txt)

° Pipe Delimited (*.txt)

° Fixed Ascii (*.txt)

° Quote Comma Delimited (*.txt)

° Comma Delimited (*.txt)

Ask about our acquisition and onramping services.

Email Append, Reverse Email Append, and Email 
Verification Services

Email append or reverse append capabilities are used to develop and maintain a valuable marketing 
communication channel for cross-selling and up-selling and to retain your current customers.

EMAIL APPEND SOLUTIONS


